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Light-pulse atom interferometers constitute powerful quantum sensors for inertial forces. They are
based on delocalised spatial superpositions and the combination with internal transitions directly
links them to atomic clocks. Since classical tests of the gravitational redshift are based on a compar-
ison of two clocks localised at different positions under gravity, it is promising to explore whether the
aforementioned interferometers constitute a competitive alternative for tests of general relativity.
Here we present a specific geometry which together with state transitions leads to a scheme that
is concurrently sensitive to both violations of the universality of free fall and gravitational redshift,
two premises of general relativity. The proposed interferometer does not rely on a superposition
of internal states, but merely on transitions between them, and therefore generalises the concept
of physical atomic clocks and quantum-clock interferometry. An experimental realisation seems
feasible with already demonstrated techniques in state-of-the-art facilities.
INTRODUCTION
The phenomenal advance in accuracy of atomic light-
pulse interferometers over the last decades has not only
led to high-precision applications in gravimetry [1, 2]
and gradiometry [3, 4], but has also opened the pos-
sibility to probe fundamental physics such as through
measurements of the fine-structure constant to constrain
Standard-Model extensions [5, 6], gravitational wave de-
tection [7] or tests of the universality of free fall [8–11].
Since the universality of free fall (UFF) and the univer-
sality of gravitational redshift (UGR) form the founda-
tions of general relativity, their violation would directly
hint towards new unknown physics. While the former
has been tested with light-pulse atom interferometers for
two different atomic species to the 10−8 level [11], the
question whether they can also test UGR has so far not
been conclusively answered. In this article we propose
the interferometer scheme depicted in Fig. 1, which is
sensitive to both violations of UFF and UGR. Whereas
a redshift sensitivity may arise from the initialisation of
a quantum clock during the interferometer sequence [12],
we show that a superposition of internal states is not
necessary. Instead, the sensitivity originates solely from
the interferometer geometry and the change of internal
states.
In general relativity an ideal clock moving along a
worldline xµ measures proper time
τ =
1
c
∫ √
dxµdxµ (1)
where c is the speed of light. This quantity has been
connected to the phase of a sufficiently localised matter
wave via the relation [12, 13]
φ = −ωτ + Sem/~ (2)
where ω = mc2/~ denotes the Compton frequency, m the
mass of the atom and Sem accounts for the interaction
with electromagnetic fields to guide the matter wave. Be-
cause of this dependence of the phase on proper time, it is
conceivable that atom interferometers provide a platform
for tests of special and general relativity.
In a light-pulse interferometer a series of short light
pulses drives the atoms into a coherent spatially de-
localised superposition and subsequently directs them
along the two branches of the interferometer. Upon re-
combination, the relative phase, which now depends on
the proper-time difference ∆τ between the two branches,
is inferred from the interference pattern.
Since ∆τ enters the phase proportional to the Comp-
ton frequency ω, it was suggested [14] that, due to its im-
mense value, light-pulse interferometers could be utilised
to push the current bounds on violation parameters of
UGR by several orders of magnitude. However, stan-
dard light-pulse interferometers without internal transi-
tions are insensitive to the gravitational redshift in a uni-
form gravitational field [12, 15–18] since the proper-time
difference between the two branches is independent of
gravity in addition to the lack of the concept of a clock.
To introduce the latter, one can now envision an exper-
iment where the atoms, which enter the interferometer
in an internal superposition, can be viewed as an atomic
clock delocalised along the two branches [19]. As a mani-
festation of Einstein’s relation E = mc2, a two-level atom
of energy spacing ~Ω with mass m− in the ground state
has a different mass m+ = m− + ~Ω/c2 when in the
excited state [20–22]. Thus, the Compton frequency be-
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2FIG. 1. Redshift-sensitive geometry. The interferometer
is based on a diffraction scheme where each laser pulse, apart
from transferring momentum, also changes the internal state.
Initially the input wave packet is split in two components by
a pi/2 pulse, which subsequently move in opposite directions
with momentum ±~k , where k is the effective wave number of
the laser fields. At the second and third laser pulse the wave
packets are redirected and finally recombined at the fourth
laser pulse by further pi/2 pulses. If initially in the ground
state m− ( ), the atoms reside in the excited state m+ ( )
during the first and third segment but occupy the ground state
during the middle segment of the interferometer scheme. Note
that the atoms are always in the same internal state at equal
times (in the laboratory frame).
comes state dependent, that is ω± = m±c2/~.
In such quantum-clock interferometers the proper-time
difference associated with the interferometer branches
leads to a beating in the interference signal [20]. Con-
trary to symmetric schemes like a Mach-Zehnder geom-
etry or the sequence proposed in the present article, the
proper-time difference of an asymmetric Ramsey-Borde´
interferometer is non-vanishing, however, of purely spe-
cial relativistic origin. This geometry allows the imple-
mentation of a quantum twin paradox [18], but no cou-
pling between Ω and the linear gravitational acceleration
g appears in the phase.
In contrast, if the internal superposition is created
within instead of before the interferometer sequence,
which corresponds to an initialisation of the clock at a
certain variable time, the phase shift becomes sensitive
to the gravitational redshift [12].
In the following, we show that a superposition of inter-
nal states is not necessary. The redshift sensitivity of our
scheme originates from the following property: At each
laser pulse the momentum of the atoms and their internal
state is changed symmetrically on both branches so that
the atoms occupy the same internal state at equal times
(in the laboratory frame), see Fig. 1. The experimental
implementation of such a configuration will be discussed
in the final section.
RESULTS
Relativistic description
To prove the redshift sensitivity, we calculate the phase
of such an interferometer scheme to first order in ∆m =
m+ −m− and 1/c2. The proper time experienced by a
particle traveling along a trajectory z with a velocity z˙
in a uniform Newtonian gravitational potential gz reads
τ =
∫
dτ =
∫
dt
[
1− z˙2/2c2 + gz/c2] . (3)
To describe the interaction with the lasers, one has to
take the full multi-level structure of the Hamiltonian into
account including all the internal-state contributions to
the diffraction process. However, after adiabatic elim-
ination and assuming infinitely short laser pulses, the
interferometer sequence can be reduced to a branch-
dependent description for which the Hamiltonian corre-
sponding to the upper branch (α = u) and lower branch
(α = l)
Hˆ(α) = m±c2 +
pˆ2
2m±
+m±gzˆ + Vˆ (α)em (t, zˆ) (4)
contains only relativistic contributions in form of differ-
ent masses m± [20–22]. The laser pulses change the in-
ternal state and consequently the mass, turning it into
a dynamical quantity. The validity of Eq. (4) relies on
a differential scheme using inverted internal states, that
is m+ ↔ m−, either by subsequent measurements or by
sending both states concurrently through the interferom-
eter. Consequently, 1/c2 corrections to the Hamiltonian
either drop out in the differential phase if mass indepen-
dent, or enter proportional to ∆m/c2, which is beyond
the order considered here. This results in a strong immu-
nity against various relativistic effects such as corrections
to the centre-of-mass motion, finite-speed effects of the
light as well as higher-order Doppler shifts in the momen-
tum recoil.
The laser-atom interaction is modelled by the poten-
tial [16] Vˆ
(α)
em = −~∑`[k(α)` zˆ+ϕ(α)` ]δ(t−t`), which trans-
fers the momentum ~k(α)` to branch (α) at t = t` and im-
prints the laser phase ϕ
(α)
` evaluated at the time of the
pulse onto the branch. Since in our geometry the atoms
are always in the same internal state at equal times (in
the laboratory frame) so that m± is branch independent,
we restrict the discussion to such interferometer schemes.
However, the treatment can be generalised if necessary
for other schemes.
Defining the proper-time differences ∆τn = τ
(u)
n − τ (l)n
for each segment associated with one internal state, we
find the phase (see Materials and Methods)
∆φ = ∆φm − Ω
2
∑
n
λ±∆τn (5)
3FIG. 2. Origin of the clock phase. We compare the clock phases accumulated between the upper branch (violet arrow) and
lower branch (red arrow) along the three segments of the interferometer, highlighted in the pictograms below. The accumulation
of phases of each branch is depicted by a rotation on the equatorial plane, where the Compton frequency mc2/~ is chosen as a
reference. Hence, atoms in the excited state rotate counterclockwise with Ω/2 around the axial vector ( ), whereas the axial
vector flips when the atoms are in the ground state ( ) so that they rotate clockwise with −Ω/2. A, If the internal state is
not changed during the central segment, the sum of all proper-time differences vanishes so that the clock phase Ω∆τ = 0. B,
If the internal state is flipped during the central segment, the phase difference does not vanish although ∆τ = 0. Instead, the
phases accumulated during each segment add, and one finds the clock phase Ω∆τ2, represented by the shaded area. Because
the atoms fall during the central segment in parallel at different heights, the phase is proportional to the gravitational redshift.
where λ± = ±1 indicates the internal state. Eq. (5)
underlines that, to first order in ∆m and 1/c2, the total
phase is the sum of two contributions: (i.) The refer-
ence phase ∆φm is independent of ∆m and is obtained
with the reference Hamiltonian Hˆm given by Hamilto-
nian (4) evaluated at the reference mass m± = m where
m = (m+ +m−)/2 and we assumed that the interferom-
eter with respect to Hˆm is closed. (ii.) A clock phase
as a linear combination of the proper-time differences of
each segment calculated for the trajectories generated by
Hˆm (not the total Hamiltonian Hˆ). Since the proper-
time difference for each interferometer segment enters
proportional to Ω, the differential phase can be asso-
ciated with the ticking rate of a real (in the case of a
superposition of internal states on each branch) or a vir-
tual (in the case of subsequent measurements or mixed
states) quantum clock moving simultaneously along the
two branches of the interferometer. This clock measures
proper-time combinations of the reference trajectories de-
fined by m± = m.
Redshift-sensitive geometry
For the interferometer scheme proposed in this article we
obtain with the help of Eq. (5) the phase ∆φ = ∆φm −
Ω [∆τ1 −∆τ2 + ∆τ3] /2, where we used λ± according to
the masses shown in Fig. 1. Like in a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, the symmetry of our scheme leads to a
vanishing proper-time difference between the branches
(generated by Hˆm) so that ∆τ = ∆τ1 + ∆τ2 + ∆τ3 = 0.
This constraint eliminates the dependence on ∆τ1 and
∆τ3 and we obtain
∆φ = ∆φm + Ω∆τ2 . (6)
This result is visualised and explained in more detail in
Fig. 2. Since during the central segment the velocities
of the atoms on both branches are the same, special-
relativistic contributions to proper time cancel and the
result calculated with the help of Eq. (3) depends only
on the gravitational time-dilation factor
∆τ2 =
g∆z
c2
T = g
2~kT1T
mc2
(7)
which contains the wave number k since the splitting in
height ∆z = 2~kT1/m is caused by the separation of the
branches after the first laser pulse.
The clock phase Ω∆τ2 in Eq. (6) exactly matches the
one measured by two stationary clocks separated by a dis-
tance ∆z in a uniform gravitational field. Using for exam-
ple a general formula [18] to obtain the reference phase,
we furthermore find ∆φm = −2kgT1(T + T1). Note that
this phase can be used for tests of UFF, however, not for
UGR, as will be discussed later.
Calculating the exact classical trajectories with respect
to Hamiltonian (4) shows that the interferometer is closed
to all orders of ∆m, giving rise to perfect contrast.
Freely-falling frame
To understand the origin of the phases, we analyse the
interferometer in the freely-falling frame. From the per-
spective of a freely-falling observer the trajectories are
straight lines. Because of the relativity of simultaneity
4the laser pulses, which in our model act on both branches
simultaneously at time t in the laboratory frame, address
each branch at slightly different times t′ in the freely-
falling frame [12]. The different times t and t′ are con-
nected by the Rindler transformation
t′ = t
[
1 + g2t2/(6c2) + gz(t)/c2
]
, (8)
which depends on the position of the atoms in the lab-
oratory frame. Consequently, the proper-time difference
between the two branches of the central segment is still
given by ∆τ2 = g∆zT/c
2 in the freely-falling frame.
However, within the framework of Hamiltonian (4), it
is sufficient to perform a Galilei transformation, that is
z′ = z + 1/2gt2 since higher corrections are suppressed
by at least the factor ∆m/c in differential measurements.
As explained in the caption of Fig. 3, where we plot the
transformed trajectories against the laboratory time, it is
the deviation of the trajectories due to the change of mass
in the presence of the laser pulses which introduces the
coupling between Ω and g. In the Materials and Methods
we calculate the phase in the freely falling frame with the
result
∆φ′ = ∆φ′m −
Ω
2
∑
n
λ±∆τ ′n , (9)
where the proper times in the difference ∆τ ′n = τ
′(u)
n −
τ
′(l)
n between the two branches for segment n are defined
through the integral
τ ′ =
∫
dt
dt′
dt
[
1− z˙
′2
2c2
]
(10)
to first order in 1/c2 and the Rindler time t′ was de-
fined in Eq. (8). In the freely-falling frame the ref-
erence phase ∆φ′m originates from the Doppler-shifted
laser phase ϕ
′(α)
` = ϕ
(α)
` − 1/2gt2, which is imprinted
on the wave packet at each laser pulse so that ∆φm
takes the same value in both frames. The invariance
of the clock phase simply follows from the invariance of
the proper time under coordinate transformations and
we find ∆φ = ∆φ′. Hence, the clock phase indeed can be
interpreted as the sum of proper times along the interfer-
ometer branches and it does not arise from the Doppler
shift of the frequency or wave vector of the laser.
Violation model
To see whether our interferometer scheme is sensitive to
violations of UGR [12], we rely on a consistent parametri-
sation of a violation model e.g. a dilaton field coupled to
the Standard Model and general relativity [23, 24]. In the
low-energy and non-relativistic limit the replacement [15]
g → (1 + β±)g characterises the impact of this massless
scalar particle on the phase in Eq. (6). Hence, the cou-
pling of the test mass to gravity is no longer universal but
occurs in a state-dependent manner represented by the
FIG. 3. Origin of the phase in the freely-falling frame.
Because of the different masses involved, the classical trajecto-
ries (solid lines) deviate from those corresponding to m± = m
(dashed lines). In particular, at time T1 where the laser pulses
change the mass from m+ ( ) to m− ( ), momentum conser-
vation in the laboratory frame implies pf = pi − ~k where
pi (pf) is the momentum before (after) the laser pulse. Per-
forming the Galilei transformation, we find p′f − m−gT1 =
p′i − m+gT1 − ~k. Consequently, we observe the additional
recoil ∆p′ = −∆mgT1 in the freely-falling frame resulting in
a small gravity-dependent velocity, which results in slightly
inclined solid lines in the middle segment. It is this residual
recoil which introduces the coupling between Ω and g in the
freely-falling frame.
parameter β± associated with the mass m±, and exactly
this non-universal coupling mirrors possible violations of
both UFF and UGR. Consequently, the interferometer
phase ∆φ from Eq. (6) has to be altered into
∆φ = Ω∆τ2 (1 + α)− 2kgT1 (T + T1) (1 + β+) (11)
to include a factor ∆mα = m (β+ − β−). Note that we
neglected terms of the form ∆mβ±.
When comparing the interference signals of two sta-
tionary and independent clocks, we find a similar depen-
dence on α. Consequently, the interferometer scheme
proposed in this article can be used to set bounds on vio-
lation parameters for the gravitational redshift. Contrary
to this UGR parametrisation, possible UFF violations are
represented by the difference β+ − β− only.
As mentioned above, the validity of the presented
scheme is premised on a differential measurement with
inverted internal states. This measurement procedure
causes the differential phase
δφ = 2Ω∆τ2 (1 + α)− 2kgT1 (T + T1) (β+ − β−) , (12)
which offers the possibility to test both UGR (first term
through α) as well as UFF (second term through β+ −
β−). These two fundamental tests can be differentiated
by varying the duration T of the central segment so that
our scheme provides access to two aspects of the foun-
dations of general relativity, in contrast to stationary
clocks or conventional atom interferometers. However,
contrary to UFF tests with different atomic species [9],
5the proposed scheme compares two internal states of the
same atom for which violation parameters were recently
bounded to the 10−10 level [25].
DISCUSSION
An experimental realisation requires atomic species
with large internal transition frequencies. Recent experi-
ments have demonstrated the coherent control of 88Sr [26]
with a transition frequency of the order of a few hundred
THz in the optical regime.
The implementation of our scheme requires a diffrac-
tion mechanism combining a momentum transfer with
a change of the internal states symmetrically on both
branches. This is naturally the case for double-Raman
scattering [27], see Fig. 4A, which has also been suc-
cessfully implemented in a gravimeter [28]. However,
an analogue scheme for optical Raman transitions re-
quires laser frequencies in the ultraviolet and has not
been implemented to date. In addition to these chal-
lenging experimental aspects, the lasers address each
branch at slightly different times because of the finite
speed of light. However, for the same momentum transfer
~k in the state-inversed scheme, the leading-order effect
caused by this non-simultaneity cancels in the differen-
tial phase, while the remaining contributions are sup-
pressed by a factor 1/c compared to the phase of inter-
est. The value of k can be fixed for both experimental
runs by chirping the lasers appropriately, which, how-
ever, requires four laser frequencies to realise the double-
Raman scheme. As a promising alternative to double-
Raman diffraction, recent results [29] can be generalised
so that each pulse is decomposed into a momentum-
transfer pulse based on double-Bragg diffraction [30] or a
dual-lattice Bloch beam splitter [31] and a state-changing
pulse employing the Doppler-free optical E1-M1 two-
photon transition [32] accessible for example in 88Sr or
170Yb atoms, see Fig. 4B. The latter consists of two
counter-propagating beams with equal frequencies in the
laboratory frame that correspond to half the frequency
of the clock transition and guarantee that the transition
takes place simultaneously on both interferometer arms
with respect to the laboratory frame [12]. Since the mo-
mentum transfer must not change upon state inversion,
one possibility is to perform double-Bragg diffraction or
lattice beam splitters at the magic wavelength [33] on
the respective states of the clock transition. Moreover,
in both cases one can further increase the separation of
the two interferometer branches using large-momentum
transfer techniques such as Bloch oscillations [6, 31, 34].
Specifically, assuming an effective k = 508k¯ with k¯ ≈
106m−1 and interferometer times of a few hundred mil-
liseconds, which are achievable in a 10 m atomic fountain
tower, the phase of interest becomes of the order of mil-
liradians. Assuming a resolution close to shot noise and
FIG. 4. Energy-momentum diagrams of state- and
momentum-changing diffraction schemes. A, Double-
Raman diffraction is based on two two-photon processes me-
diated by a virtual state (dashed line) and generated by two
counter-propagating optical lattices (symbolised by the red
and blue arrows). Initially in the ground state, denoted by its
mass m− ( ), it is elevated to the excited state with m+ ( )
and simultaneously diffracted into a superposition of two op-
posite momenta ±~k. The parabolas highlight the dispersion
relation in each state and the condition for a resonant tran-
sition. B, A sequence of double-Bragg diffraction (red and
blue arrows) that first diffracts within the ground state from
two counter-propagating lattices into two opposing momen-
tum states in combination with a Doppler-free E1-M1 two-
photon transitions (purple arrows) reproduces the double-
Raman scheme. However, the recoil-less transitions can be
performed with optical frequencies so that a different range
of clock frequencies can be addressed compared to conven-
tional double-Raman diffraction.
atom numbers of 106, this phase should be resolvable
within a few hundred shots.
We stress again that the validity of the scheme is based
on inversion of the internal states in subsequent measure-
ments so that phase contributions independent of ∆m
cancel out in the differential phase. As a consequence,
also corrections to the centre-of-mass Hamiltonian are
additionally suppressed by the factor 1/c2 compared to
the phase of interest.
It should be noted that the deleterious effects discussed
above also slightly open the interferometer. However, the
resulting uncontrollable dependence on the initial condi-
tions of the wave packet which might differ from shot to
shot is extremely small and can be neglected. The more
dramatic dependence on the initial conditions originating
from the influence of gravity gradients and rotations are
assumed to be successfully mitigated [35–37].
Finally, the approximation of infinitely short laser
pulses is justified for pulse times ∆t much smaller than
the total interferometer time T [38]. Due to the differen-
tial measurement, finite-pulse-time effects are suppressed
by the factor ∆t/T  1 compared to the phase of inter-
est.
Since the phase difference of two atomic clocks sepa-
rated by ∆z takes the form ΩT (1 + α)g∆z/c2 that also
6arises in our geometry, classical tests of UGR display in
principle the same sensitivity for the same parameters
Ω, T and ∆z, neglecting technical noise for the moment.
Therefore, atom interferometers are intrinsically limited
by the dimensions of the apparatus, namely T and ∆z,
whereas there is in principle no bound on the separation
of two independent clocks. However, the conceptional
relevance of atom interferometric tests of UGR relies on
the use of single, delocalised quantum objects instead
of two independent clocks as used in conventional tests.
Hence, our geometry allows probing the light-matter cou-
pling and relativistic effects with a delocalised particle,
whereas clocks can probe the laser field only at localised
and independent points in spacetime. Additionally, light-
pulse-based interferometers with atoms in free fall offer
a complementary approach to atomic clocks since effects
such as limited coherence times inside atomic traps due
to continuous electromagnetic interactions have not to be
actively mitigated [39].
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Phase in the laboratory frame
The phase ∆φ and contrast C of an interferometer are
defined by the expectation value
〈Uˆ (l)†Uˆ (u)〉 = Cei∆φ , (13)
where Uˆ (l) and Uˆ (u) are the time-evolution operators
with respect to Hamiltonian (4) corresponding to the up-
per branch (α = u) and the lower branch (α = l). To
calculate the phase to first order in ∆m = m+ − m−,
we Taylor-expand Eq. (4) around m± = m + λ±∆m/2
where m = (m− + m+)/2 is the reference mass and the
dynamical variable λ± with λ− = −1 and λ+ = +1 in-
dicates the internal state. This approximation allows for
the decomposition Hˆ(α) = Hˆ
(α)
m + Hˆ
(α)
∆m with
Hˆ
(α)
∆m = λ±
∆mc2
2
[1− (pˆ/m)2 /2c2 + gzˆ/c2] (14)
and Hˆ
(α)
m is Eq. (4) evaluated at m± = m. We now as-
sume that for the reference Hamiltonian Hˆ
(α)
m , as in the
case of our scheme, the interferometer is closed leading
to a perfect wave-packet overlap at the end of the inter-
ferometer sequence. Defining Uˆ
(α)
m as the time-evolution
operator with respect to Hˆ
(α)
m , this fact translates into
Uˆ
(l)†
m Uˆ
(u)
m = ei∆φm , where ∆φm is merely a c-number.
When we transform Eq. (13) into the interaction picture
with respect to Hˆ
(α)
m , we find
Uˆ (l)†Uˆ (u) = Uˆ (l)†∆m,I Uˆ
(l)†
m Uˆ
(u)
m Uˆ
(u)
∆m,I = e
i∆φmUˆ
(l)†
∆m,I Uˆ
(u)
∆m,I .
(15)
Here, Uˆ
(α)
∆m,I is the time-evolution operator associated
with Hˆ
(α)
∆m,I where the subscript I denotes the interac-
tion picture with respect to Hˆ
(α)
m . The transformation
into the interaction picture amounts to replacing the mo-
mentum and position operators in Eq. (14) by their re-
spective solution of the Heisenberg equation of motion
generated by Hˆ
(α)
m . They take the form pˆ(t) = pˆ + p(t)
and zˆ(t) = zˆ + pˆt/m + z(t), where p(t) and z(t) (with-
out hat) denote the classical trajectories. To combine
the two time-evolution operators on the right-hand side
of Eq. (15), we disregard the time-ordering consistently
to first order in ∆m as evident from the Magnus expan-
sion [40]. To the same order we furthermore merge the
two exponents. Since all wave-packet effects are common
to both branches, they cancel and the interferometer is
closed.
Defining the proper-time differences ∆τn = τ
(u)
n − τ (l)n
for each segment associated with one internal state, we
find the phase
∆φ = ∆φm − Ω
2
∑
n
λ±∆τn (16)
with the help of z˙(t) = p(t)/m and Eq. (3) and after
introducing the transition frequency Ω = ∆mc2/~.
Phase in the freely-falling frame
To transform the Hamiltonian (4) into the freely-falling
frame, for example by returning to the classical La-
grangian picture, we perform the Galilei transformation
and partial integration to obtain the quantised Hamilto-
nian
Hˆ ′(α) = m±c2 +
pˆ′2
2m±
+ Vˆ ′(α)em −m±g2t2− m˙±zˆ′gt . (17)
Here, m˙± is the time derivative of the mass which is
only non-vanishing during the laser pulses. The trans-
formed laser-atom interaction takes the form Vˆ
′(α)
em =
−~∑`[k(α)` zˆ′+ϕ′(α)` ]δ(t−t`), where ϕ′(α)` = ϕ(α)` −1/2gt2
is imprinted on the wave packet at each laser pulse.
We again decompose the Hamiltonian through a Tay-
lor expansion into Hˆ ′(α) = Hˆ ′(α)m + Hˆ
′(α)
∆m with Hˆ
′(α)
m =
pˆ′2/2m + Vˆ ′(α)em and a Hamiltonian taking into account
the changes of the mass
Hˆ
′(α)
∆m = λ±
∆mc2
2
[
1− (pˆ
′/m)2
2c2
− g
2t2
c2
]
− m˙±zˆ′gt
(18)
to first order in ∆m, where we discarded global phases.
By following the derivation of Eq. (5), we find, after re-
calling z˙′(t) = p′(t)/m and partial integration of the last
term in Eq. (18) the phase
∆φ′ = ∆φ′m −
Ω
2
∑
n
λ±∆τ ′n (19)
in the freely falling frame. To first order in 1/c2 the
proper-time difference ∆τ ′n = τ
′(u)
n − τ ′(l)n between the
7two branches for segment n is defined via the integral
τ ′ =
∫
dt
dt′
dt
[
1− z˙
′2
2c2
]
(20)
where the Rindler time, which was defined in Eq. (8),
was identified.
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